CAP 2005 Awardees

Nineteen (19) library personnel were the recipients of the Co-Academic Personnel (CAP) Service Awards for SY 2004-2005 on May 14 at the William Shaw Little Theater. With the theme “Growing in the Service of the University & Community”, the annual event reminds us of people who have special kind of devotion and dedication to their work, who constantly improve themselves, and make their work significant for others.

Leading this year’s library awardees are Florbella S. Bongalos, Julie W. Arcilla, Renato A. Abellera and Amelia G. Maula.

F. Bongalos is the Administrative/Archival Assistant. She said that after 8 offices, 18 bosses, and some 8 added pounds, she knew she had come home. As a history major, she delights in being part of the DLSU vision-mission as she chronicles the various events of the university in its diary database and as she builds the endowments and theses databases.

J. Arcilla started as a clerk at the Readers Services. She later took specialization in Library Science at Philippine Normal University (PNU) and finished in 1988. She now assigned as assistant librarian at the Filipiniana Section and is currently pursuing her master’s degree.

R. Abellera began as a photocopier operator. He was later assigned at the Circulation Section as clerk/shelver. For more than a decade now, he works as a technician at the Instructional Media Services (IMS).

A. Maula was a contractual worker under NSDB in 1979. She became one of the secretaries at the President’s Office from 1981 to 1986. She then became the secretary at the CLA Dean’s Office from...
IMS Holds Training-Workshop

The 12 personnel of the Instructional Media Services (IMS) had a 3-day training-workshop last April 11-13. The workshop aimed for the personnel to be more adept in manning the reservation and loan counter using the millennium booking system, to consistently implement the IMS policies and procedures, to set up and operate the different AV/Multimedia equipment, to further develop their knowledge and skills in handling, operating and maintaining the different AV/Multimedia equipment and materials, and to develop their analytical skills with regards to troubleshooting of the different AV/Multimedia system, and to develop the values of responsibility, accountability, stewardship, and critical thinking.

The hands-on workshop focused on the review of the operation of the millennium booking system, the Net Support School at the mini e-classroom and other software. The staff were re-trained on the handling, setting up, the operation and maintenance of the various AV/Multimedia equipment most especially the multimedia equipment used in the theater and different viewing/function rooms. The group studied once again the operation of the video camera for better coverage. Likewise, the IMS policies and customer service were reviewed.

The resource persons of this in-house training were Reynaldo D.J. Jimenez, Jr., Media Specialist and IMS Head, Avelino Dancalan and Melton Jo, Information Assistants, Art Manongsong, Joseph Ulysses Radaza, Melchor Villas, and Jose Perdigon, IMS Technicians.

1986 to 1992. A. Maula transferred to the library as the secretary to the Director. The following received awards for perfect attendance. Purisima Fernando of Cataloging Section topped the awardees in this category by coming to work on time for 13 consecutive years. Ulysses Balbatbat of Periodicals and Evelyn Esparcia of Archives, came early for the past six (6) years; Robert Cuenca of Circulation Section for five (5) years in a row; Melchor Villas of IMS for four years; Rosalinda del Rosario of Archives and Josephine Maghari of Filipiniana Section, for three (3) years; and Yugosto Balbas of Circulation, Joel Cariño of IMS, Lorilei Esguerra of Circulation, Wilfredo Frias Jr. of Information-Reference Section, and Gerald Nicodemus of Circulation for two (2) years; Noel Aquino of Depository Area, Jojie Gonda of Cataloguing and Ramon Villanueva for the first time.
Our Trip to the Historical and Cultural Sites of the Rizal Province by Clarita Tagasa – Head, Circulation Section

“The exhilarating roller coaster ride to Tanay, Angono and Antipolo this summer 2005 brought the DLSU library staff and faculty closer and likewise boasted their sense of national pride as they re-discovered the nation’s rich cultural heritage.”

In a situation where everyone is expected to support the university’s austerity program, planning for staff outing proved to be very challenging. And much to the surprise of everybody, the Library management decided on a different way of spending this summer planning workshop! Thus the email of the Library Director announcing that this summer’s planning workshop will be spent instead on an one day educational trip elicited negative reactions mostly coming from the staff side. At first, many including myself, thought that the trip will be dull and boring just like any other trip of this kind. However, such reactions did not bother the energetic members of the organizing committee from pursuing their plan way ahead of the scheduled trip!

The organizing committee, chaired by Mrs. Cynthia Cordova, Filipiniana Librarian, did an ocular inspection to selected historical and cultural sites in the Rizal province. Determined in making the trip into an interesting, exciting and memorable activity, they tapped the assistance of the Office of the Governor particularly in securing an official guide to accompany the group to the different cultural sites they have chosen: the famous Blanco Family Museum in Angono; the ancient Filipino work of art (petroglyphs) in Angono; the favorite local destination, the Daranak Falls in Tanay; the Well’s Resort and Restaurant in Baras; St. Joseph Church also in Baras; St. Jerome’s Church in Morong; and the famous Antipolo Cathedral (Our Lady of Peace and Good Voyage Shrine) in Antipolo City.

And so, despite the indifference of many, the educational trip was pushed through on a pleasant Friday of April 15, 2005. Riding in an air conditioned DLSU bus, 57 library staff and faculty left the DLSU campus at a little past 8:00 o’clock in the morning. Comfortably seated, many were reclining and slowly fall asleep knowing they have passed the same way a thousand times before. Others who remained awake were contented in viewing the skyscrapers through the Gil Puyat Avenue at the heart of the Makati business area. Soon after, the group reached the industrialized city of Pasig where they were treated with the first among the many surprises lined up for that day. We had a brief stop where we picked up Ms. Bheng Sanvictores, whom Mrs. Cordova introduced as our tourist guide. Following Ms. Cordova’s announcement, everybody (the faculty and staff alike) got excited and playfully behaved like “tourists.” With everyone getting to be more spirited, Miss Perla Garcia, Library Director, had to blow her whistle (jokingly) to call everybody’s attention for more instructions. The more everyone laughed because they were reminded of the guard’s whistle before the library closes every evening.

The Blanco Family Museum in Angono Rizal was the first stop. This famous family of painters welcomes visitors to their private museum housing their vast collection of artworks. The head of the clan, renowned artist Jose D. Blanco, has obviously handed down to his children his creativity and talent. The family is known to the staff since they once put up their exhibit at the Library Art Gallery. They were amazed at the huge mural and the many paintings that each member had done.

At the mountain of Angono. Behind is the rock wall where the 3,000 BC petroglyphs are engraved.
Our Rizal Trip in Pictures

Getting ready -

At the Blanco Family Museum -

Listening about the painters & their works..

Inside the tunnel on way to petroglyphs-

At the entrance to petroglyphs.-

At Daranak falls...

At Well’s Resort and Restaurant...

(l-r) St. Joseph Church, St. Jerome Church, and Our Lady of Peace and Good Voyage Shrine
After viewing those remarkably interesting Blanco family paintings a roller coaster ride to Tanay began. That breathtaking ride lasted for about 30 minutes causing exhaustion to most of us and excitement and joy to majority obviously thrilled as we passed across the hilly, clean, and green sites of Morong up to the Angono mountain top to see the petroglyphs. The usually animated group alighted the bus and was led straight into a tunnel for a short walk to the site where the petroglyphs were preserved. 127 drawings of human and animal figures, are engraved on the rockwall made of volcanic tuff. They are the oldest known work of art in the Philippines dating back to circa 3,000 BC.

Considered a highly significant cultural landmark, they are included in the list of the National Cultural Treasures of the country and World Inventory of Rock Art. Discovered in 1965 by national artist and acclaimed muralist Carlos “Botong” Francisco from Angono, they are also declared as one of the “100 Most Endangered Sites of the World” by the World Monument Watch List.

From photo sessions with the petroglyphs as backdrop, we proceeded to our third destination, the Daranak Falls in Tanay. Trekking up the narrow lane and down again for a better view, the fabulous water falls measuring 14-meters high immediately caught everybody’s fancy. How we envy the many bathers refreshing themselves under the cascading water. Their laughter mingled with the splashing sound and the clicking of cameras. However, by this time, the excited “tourists” became restless, exhausted, and very hungry as it was already past 12:00 NN. It was time for the locally famous Well’s Resort and Restaurant for a sumptuous lunch of chicken adobo, sinigang na kanduli, fried porkchop, and halu-halo (a mixture of leche flan, beans, ube, and macapuno). After lunch and the much needed rest some had the very refreshing dip in the pool and those who did had the grandest time with Ms. Garcia who tossed coins to the water for them to retrieve. Still in her jovial mood, she gamely initiated a relay contest to the delight of all those present. Everyone enjoyed the game specially the prize of one thousand pesos awarded to both winners and losers alike - courtesy of course by the initiator.

It was a relaxing three hours but the feeling of relief was short-lived as we were herded to the bus again for another trip via the zigzag road to Baras to visit the old of St. Joseph Church. It is one of the oldest in the area having been completed in 1686. The church is a small one compared to others and its interior was simply done. The altar and lecterns store artifacts unearthed beneath the church.

The next stop was a much older St. Jerome Church in Barangay San Jose, high above the town of Morong. It was built in 1615 by Chinese craftsmen as evidenced by the Chinese lions that watch at the entrance to the steep driveway. It has a tower in front, about 100 feet high with a statue of St. Michael the Archangel on top. The three-storey facade which was built in 1850-1853 to support a new bell tower, is one of the most splendid examples of baroque architecture in the Philippines. At night, the illuminated cross on the tower can be seen clearly from the surrounding countryside.

The final destination brought us to the beautiful Our Lady of Antipolo Shrine in Antipolo. History says that this miraculous icon sailed back and forth between Manila and Acapulco eight times in Spanish galleons. The saving of the galleons from destruction by pirates, the Dutch and British blockades were attributed to the miraculous powers of the icon. On November 26, 1926, the Blessed Virgin from Acapulco was dedicated by the Archbishop of Manila, Michael O’Doherty. May is a month-long fiesta in Antipolo. It is at this time when thousands of devotees come to pay homage to Our Lady of Peace and Good Voyage. We prayed in silence and give thanks for our safe journey. Shortly after paying homage to the miraculous Virgin of Good Voyage (Nuestra Senora dela Paz y Buenviaje), and as the schedule for that day ended, we were ushered to buy pasalubong (take home gifts) at Leng-Leng’s Pasalubong Center where a variety of Antipolo delicacies like suman, kasoy, mango, balimbing, kalamay, coco jam, latik, etc. are sold on special price for us.

Indeed, what we thought to be a dull and boring trip turned out to be very exciting and fun-filled roller coaster ride across the hilly parts of the breezy, clean and green province of Rizal particularly Angono, Tanay, Baras and Antipolo. Nothing of those descriptions in Internet sites and those in books can match up with the actual experience we had at these places.

The writer and photographer -

Claire Tagasa and Greg Guinto
International Conference on Enriching Indigenous Southeast Asian Collections

The Center for Human Resource and Development Foundation in cooperation with the National Commission on Culture and Arts (NCCA) sponsored the International Conference on "Enriching Indigenous Asian Collections in Libraries". Held last April 20-21, 2005 at Dusit Hotel Nikko, Makati City, it was attended by five of our librarians namely Cynthia Cordova, Filipiniana Librarian, Clarita Tagasa, Circulation Librarian, Marita Valerio, Bibliographic Librarian, Dodie Frias and Joy M. Perez, Assistant Librarians at Information-Reference Section.

The 2-day conference served as a forum for the exchange of views and ideas on effective ways of facilitating access to indigenous Southeast Asian collections in libraries and information centers. It aimed to bring these collections within the extension of the Internet to facilitate global utilization, to discuss how to eliminate regional obstacles that restrict access to the cultural heritage of Southeast Asian countries and to tap indigenous Southeast Asian materials that are still unavailable in library collections.

It was noted that the Southeast Asian Collections on indigenous data are not readily accessible because of dearth of trained library personnel to decipher the materials written in different languages and most publishers do not produce titles on local or provincial history, folk stories, legends, local lore, myths, trade and commerce. If these materials are not made available in the libraries, the roots and heritage of Southeast Asian countries will be lost.

The resource speakers included Mr. Richard Field, Director, Education Services International, London, U.K., Mr. Syed Salim Agha, Chief Librarian, International Islamic University, Malaysia, Dr. Erlinda K. Alburo, Director of the Cebuano Studies Center, Cebu, Ms. Judith Henchy, Head of SE Asia Section and Special Assistant to the Director of Libraries, University of Washington Libraries, USA, Ms. Triena Ong, Managing Editor, Institute of SE Asian Studies, Singapore, Mr. Grant Collins, Executive Manager, Collection Preservation, State Library of Queensland, Australia, Ms. Fe Susan Go, Head Librarian, SE Asia Division, University of Michigan Libraries, USA, Dr. Damiana Eugenio, Philippine Folklorist Society & Dr. Susan Rodgers, Professor of Anthropology, Director of Asian Studies, College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, USA.

Valenzuela Conducts Workshop in San Sebastian College- Recoletos

Cresencia Valenzuela, Public Programs Coordinator conducted a one day seminar - workshop to 50 faculty members of San Sebastian-Recolletos, Cavite City last April 11. She discussed briefly the “Role of Educational Media Center in Instruction” and gave a workshop on “Instructional Media Materials: Concept Design, Production and Application” using the PowerPoint program. The seminar was a part of the library and information literacy program for their faculty and aimed “to foster collaboration with the faculty in developing a resource-based education and high-end instructional media services.”
**DONORS**

The DLSU Library would like to acknowledge with great appreciation the following donors:

- Asian Development Bank
- Bautista, Ma. Lourdes
- Bernardo, Allan Benedict
- Bureau of Domestic Trade
- Camacho, Narda
- Commonwealth Secretariat
- Discipline Office
- East-West Center
- GEF-UNDP-IMP Partnership in Environmental Management
- Gonzalez, Andrew FSC
- International House of Japan
- Jose Rizal College
- Luistro, Armin FSC
- Martinez, Liza
- PIDS
- Robles, Alfredo
- Saint Louis University
- Science & Technology Information Institute
- Silao, Lilia
- Southeast Asian Studies
- Swedish Social Insurance Agency
- Taipei Economic & Cultural Office in the Philippines
- Teehankee, Yolly
- Ugarte, Eduardo
- Wright, Gregory FSC

**RECENT ACQUISITIONS**

1. **Books**

   **BD – Speculative philosophy**


   Understanding the values of the Nueva Ecijanos. Tomas D. Andres. BD435.U5 v.7. 4th floor, Filipiniana.

   Understanding the values of the people of Bataan. Tomas D. Andres. BD435.U5 v.8. 4th floor, Filipiniana.

   **BF - Psychology**


   **BX – Christian denominations**


   Theo week 2003 : life, hope, holiness : proceedings of the fourth Theology Week of the Faculty of Sacred Theology in cooperation with the Graduate School and the Institute of Religion, University of Santo Tomas, 7-12 April 2003. edited by Fausto B. Gomez, Virgilio T.J. Suerte Felipe. BX1751.2A1 T44 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana.

   **DS – Philippine history**


Pagahanap ng virtual na identidad. Rolando B. Tolentino. DS664 .K84 v.5. 4th floor, Filipiniana.


GE – Environmental science


GN – Anthropology


GV – Recreation. Leisure


H – Social sciences. General


HA – Statistics

Census of population and housing. HA4611.5. 4th floor, Filipiniana.

HC – Economic history and conditions


HD - Economic history and conditions. Industrial management. Production


HF – Commerce

Brand management: a theoretical and practical approach. Rik Riezebos with Bas Kist and Gert


Mentoring and diversity : an international perspective. David Clutterbuck and Belle Rose Ragins. HF 5549.5 M5 C55 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation, GSB-RCBC.


HG – Finance


HN – Social history. Social problems


JC – Political theory


KPM – Philippine law

Bar tips : observations, principles and techniques in preparing for the bar examinations. by Denis de Leon Pacas.KPM53.5. P34 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana.


LB – Theory and practice of education


NA – Architecture


NX – Arts in general


PL – Philippine language and literature


PN – Philippine literature


PS – American literature. Philippine literature in English


QA – Computer science

Instant wireless Java with J2ME. Paul Tremblett. QA76.73.J38 T74 2002. 3rd floor, Circulation.


QC - Physics


RC – Internal medicine. Practice of medicine

Biomechanics of the upper limbs: mechanics, modeling, and musculoskeletal injuries. Andris
2. Instructional Media Resources

- **Equipment**
  - 17 units laptop
  - 6 units VHS rewinder
  - 2 units digital camera

3. Archives Resources

- **Faculty Papers**
  - Alcuaz, Manuel
    - Mapping the future: do we need a Department of Information and Communications Technology?
  - Ambata, Leonard
    - Adaptive control using fuzzy-PI means
    - Fuzzy PI controller for DC motor speed control
  - Ap-Apid, Rigan
    - Instructional materials in statistics and probability
  - Arnado, Mary Janet
    - Casualties of globalization economic interest, war, and displacement along Ligawasan Marsh, Philippines
    - Mental health and coping behavior of internally displaced women in southern Philippines
    - Urban agriculture in Cagayan De Oro: a favourable response of city government and NGOs
  - Asenjo, Genevieve
    - Si Sadya at si Kwan
  - Baguisi, Ma. Theresa
    - The view from Taft: spellbound
  - Bautista, Cirilo
    - Breaking signs: the past walks on quiet feet
    - Breaking signs: writing a novel is ninety percent research work
  - Bautista, Ma. Lourdes
    - Green light: governance committees and corporate governance retreats
  - Bautista, Ma. Lourdes
    - Tagalog-English code switching as a mode of discourse
• **Batalla, Eric Vincent**  
  - Culture, agency, and structure in Philippine development  
  - Philippine development in light of Japan experience

• **Berino, Dennis**  
  - Greenlight : of traffic infractions, mass transport and bureaucracy

• **Bernardo, Allan**  
  - Analogical problem construction as an indicator of understanding in mathematics problem solving  
  - Approaches to learning and academic achievement of Filipino students  
  - The effects of gender and length of parental separation on the perceptions of parental separation and coping strategies of adolescents  
  - The effects of stating problems in bilingual students’ first and second languages on solving mathematical word problems  
  - Mckinley’s questionable bequest : over 100 years of English in Philippine education

• **Borromeo, Roberto**  
  - An exploratory analysis of spirituality and spiritual intelligence among selected administrators of small private secondary schools in Region IV  
  - Evaluation of graduate education program in the Philippines  
  - Government regulation of private education in the Philippines  
  - Midterm evaluation of the institutional university co-operation with the Saint Louis University-Benguet State University Network, the Philippine

• **Cabrera, Esperanza**  
  - Antimicrobial activity of probiotics from milk products  
  - Effect of distance between the clavulanate-disk and B-lactam disks in the double-disk diffusion method for the detection of extended-spectrum B-lactamase  
  - Incidence of streptococcus pyogenes as pharyngeal flora among children ages 5 to 12 of Barangay 708, Leveriza, Malate, Manila  
  - Prevalence of extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing Nosocomial pseudomonas aeruginosa isolates from cases in the nursery and intensive care units of the Philippine General Hospital and their antimicrobial Susceptibility patterns

• **Canilao, Paz**  
  - Writing prompts : does the beginning really beget the end?

• **Chiu, Anthony**  
  - Applications of industrial ecology  
  - Applications of industrial ecology-an overview of the special issue  
  - Ecology, systems, and networking  
  - Green productivity in industrial ecology  
  - Managing globalization for sustainability in the 21st century  
  - On the industrial ecology potential in Asian developing countries  
  - Promoting cleaner production through local government : Philippine Clean Cities Center (CCC) project  
  - The role of manufacturing strategies in the business performance of publicly listed electronic chip manufacturing firms in Taiwan  
  - Sustainable development and industry in Asia and the Pacific  
  - Using cleaner production strategy in the environmental management of industrial estates (CCP/EMIE)

• **Chua, George**  
  - Business options : hooray for the peso

• **Cruz, Elfren**  
  - Framework : enterprise risk management  
  - Framework : profit not the purpose of business  
  - Framework : should the Pope resign?  
  - Framework : social principles  
  - Framework : workers’ and human rights

• **Cruz, Isagani**  
  - Ang walang katapusang di-natapos na simponiya ni Kalihim Andrew Gonzalez  
  - Mini-critique : Andrew Gonzalez at DECS  
  - Mini critique : cheers  
  - Mini-critique : the Gonzalez years, 2  
  - Mini critique : maws or daga?  
  - Mini critique : the Randall scandal  
  - Mini critique : watching back

• **Culaba, Alvin**  
  - Assessment of life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions of compressed and liquefied
natural gas with possibilistic uncertainty analysis
- A four-layer anti-reflection thin-film coating for flat-plate collector
- Environmental life cycle assessment of hydrogen and electricity as automotive energy carriers under Philippine conditions
- Life-cycle environmental benefits of using bioethanol as a gasoline additive
- Net energy and carbon flow analyses of four pathways for the utilization of natural gas as automotive fuel
- POLCAGE 1.0- a possibilistic life-cycle assessment model for evaluating alternative transportation fuels

• Dayag, Danilo
  - Editorializing in L2: the case of Philippine English
  - Epistemic modality, concessives, and interpersonal meaning in L2 newspaper editorials
  - Negotiating evaluation in newspaper editorials in Philippine English

• De Castro, Renato
  - The dilemma between democratic control versus military reforms: the case of the AFP modernization program, 1991-2004
  - Global forum: changes and continuities in U.S. foreign policy
  - Global forum: the dragon has awakened
  - Global forum: natural calamities in a global village
  - Global forum: the romance of three kingdoms
  - Global forum: winning in a war of the third kind: the US dilemma in an era of unipolarity
  - Societal forces as sources of military doctrine and posture: the case of the AFP modernization programme, 1991-2003

• De Leon, Elaine
  - Prevalence of extended-spectrum beta-lactamase-producing Nosocomial pseudomonas aeruginosa isolates from cases in the nursery and intensive care units of the Philippine General Hospital and their antimicrobial susceptibility patterns

• De Mesa, Jose
  - Mga aral sa daan: dulog at paraang kultural sa kristolohiya

• De la Cruz, Noelle Leslie
  - Masculinity and war: a critical evaluation of feminist analyses of war

• De la Cruz, Rena
  - Plastic money

• Dela Paz, Reynaldo
  - Reproductive morphology and gonad development of the male seahorse, Hippocampus barbouri Jordan and Richardson 1908

• Dery, Luis
  - Awit kay Inang Bayan: ang larawan ng Pilipinas ayon sa mga tula’t kundiman na kinatha noong panahon ng himagsikan

• Edmiston, Minda
  - Rooting of stem cuttings in Intsia bijuga (colebr.) O. kuntze (family caesalpiniaceae)

• Espiritu, Benjamin
  - The view from Taft: fighting corruption

• Estalilla, Aliento
  - Technolites: AIDS, nanotechnology and HNICEM
  - Technolites: the legend of Francine and HNICEM 2005

• Frias, Willian
  - The DLSU library online periodical holdings: an evaluation

• Gaite, Maribel
  - Managing for society: boss management

• Garcia, Elenita
  - Hindu myths: echoes of ancient wisdom

• Garcia, Lilibeth January
  - The antimicrobial activity and effect of heavy metals on the bioluminescence of bioluminescent bacteria from the gastrointestinal tracts of Philippine marine fishes

• Garde, Maricar Paz
  - What drives strong opinions on the President?: the case of Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo

• Gervacio, Severino
  - Folding and fans
- Magic graphs
- Subdivision number of large complete graphs and large complete multipartite graphs

**Gonzales, Dennis**
- Ghosts in the symposium: a personal report
- Modernity and post-traditional society: some insights from Anthony Giddens
- Paggunita sa mga dakilang tagapatotoo at tapat ng kasalukuyang katipunang kristiyano sa Pilipinas
- Scholia: the great plague in Europe, 1347-1350

**Gripaldo, Rolando**
- Filipino philosophy traditional approach: part 1, Section 2

**Hernandez, Joel**
- Business focus: high drug prices and the parallel drug importation program
- Business focus: the Philippine mining industry and China
- How Latin is the Filipinos?
- Txt-ing selves: cellphone and Philippine modernity

**Hila, Antonio**
- Music in history: history in music

**Juico, Philip Ella**
- Greenlight: a tribute to Ka Pepe Diokno
- Sports for all: at the end of it all, it’s still just a game
- Sports for all: Fil-Ams and the global village
- Sports for all: funding woes
- Sports for all: the disabled’s loss
- Sports for all: the V-league and the Palaro
- Sports for all: V-league’s winning formula
- The view from Taft: Ka Pepe Diokno and religio, mores, cultura

**Lagman, Oscar**
- To take a stand: let us remember
- To take a stand: the lesser evil

**Lamberte, Exaltacion**
- Quality of family planning counseling: lens from stakeholders

**Lee, Anthony**
- Antibiograms of nosocomial staphylococcal isolates from Philippine General Hospital in the first quarter of 2001

**Lim, Nathalie Rose**
- CAUse: Computer Automated Use case diagram generator

**Mactal, Ronaldo**
- Ang politika ng imperyalismo at ang rebolusyong Pilipino 1895-1902

**Major, Laszlo**
- A CAP reformjai es jovoje
- Agricultural challenges of the millennium round of WTO
- Agricultural trade between Hungary and Japan
- Analysis of international competitiveness of the Hungarian agriculture
- Challenges of trade liberalization in the Japanese agriculture
- Environmental issues in economic approach
- Gondolatok a Magyar mezogazdasag versenykopessegereol
- International competitiveness of the Hungarian agriculture
- Role and sustainability of small, unfavourable regions in the global economy: a case study of Dravazug, Hungary
- The effect of WTO negotiations on agriculture presentation

**Manalastas, Pia**
- Greenlight: love-driven leadership

**Mandia, Emelina**
- Bundok Halkon, natatanging yaman ng Mindoro
- Rare, endemic and new vascular plant records from Mt. Halcon summit zone, Mindoro Island, Philippines: phytogeographic and conservation implications
- The alangan Mangyan of Mt. Halcon, Oriental Mindoro: their ethnobotany
- Weeds with ornamental potential in CLSU

**Marco, Jesusa**
- When GO’s and NGO’s network: social capital or social liability
-Mercado, Leonardo
  - Church-state relation and Filipino philosophy

-Mirasol, Raul
  - Quality matters : creating a culture of quality

-Misasucha, Charmaine
  - Global forum : the UN to the rescue

-Morada, Elena
  - The perceived corporate culture of local and foreign-owned companies in the Philippines

-Natividad, Michelle
  - Pelletizing pressure and sintering time dependence of the superconducting properties of Pb-doped BSCCO grown by the second combustion method

-Ong, Jaime
  - Business focus : marketing motels

-Oreta, Andres Winston
  - Understanding 2D structural analysis

-Pabiton, Carmelita
  - Academic advising : exploring possibilities at the De La Salle University-Manila

-Raymundo, Roberto
  - The automotive industry in the Philippines: policy considerations and prospects for growth in view of the elimination of local content requirements and the full implementation of the tariff reduction scheme under AFTA
  - Development Bank of the Philippines industrial support service expansion program-1 impact assessment study

-Subido, Corazon
  - Business focus : harmonizing financial reporting

-Sy, Dante
  - Economics to live by : presenteeism
  - Economics to live by : balanced scorecard
  - The view from Taft : UN convention against corruption

-Siriban, Anna Bella
  - An assessment of the Philippine leather tannery industry

-Teehankee, Ben
  - Managing for society : what is business for?
  - Managing for society : number games

-Timbreza, Florentino
  - The Florentino Timbreza reader
  - Pilosopiya ng Terorismo

-Trinidad, Dennis
  - Global forum : Japan and the issue of human security

-Valdez, Sherrielyn
  - Drug resistance of escherichia coli isolates from selected chickens and workers in two poultry farms

-Valdez, Stella
  - Ang dapithapon bago himagsikan : ang sakit ng Ina sa La Solidaridad
  - Ang pagsasalin bilang sintesis
  - Kapag babae pa rin ang nag-iisip tungkol sa pagsasalin
  - Kapag itinakwil, kapag binihag : Pagpapalaya kay Jose Rizal at Andres Bonifacio mula sa kuko ng imperyalismo
  - Metaphors of nature : freedom and rebellion as Filipino sensibility in Pineda and Arguilla
  - Mga taon ng himagsikan : mga impresyon, perspektibo at tungkulin
• Villar, Imelda
  - Managing behaviors
  - Brief psychodynamic strategies for counseling and psychotherapy

• Vital, Villy
  - Business focus: debt freeze for tsunami-stricken countries: implications to RP foreign debt management

• Wright, Gregory, FSC
  - Global forum: Iraq—a superpower overextending itself?

• Ziselsberger, George
  - Celebrating creation day and creation time
  - Creative and integrative university education within a universe as educator for the integrity of creation
  - Exploring a theological Bayanihan for a Filipino Barangay within the planetary earth community
  - Taming the beast, trusting the beauty: faith as a true foundation in dialogue with the fundamentalist mentality
  - The call for an ecozoic spirituality naming our human spiritual Mission—from a secular world to or sacred cosmos
  - Waking up to the importance of creation

Dissertations

• D.E. Educational Management

Theses (Graduate)

• MA History

• MA Special Education

• MBA

• Masters of Engineering in Industrial Engineering

• MS Biology

• MS Computer Science

• MS Industrial Engineering
  - An application of the modified total factor productivity measurement (TFPM) model in the Cebu rattan and wood furniture industry. Leath, Delia Alota.2002.TG-03765.

• MS Information Technology
  - Development of a learning management system-operational support system for the consulting and education center of DLSU-
• MS Manufacturing Engineering and Management

• MS Physics

Theses (Undergraduate)

• AB Psychology

• BS Civil Engineering

• BS Business Management

• BS Chemical Engineering

• BS Commerce major in Business Management

• BS Commerce major in Management of Financial Institutions
- Is there significant evidence for relative herding towards the market portfolio and/or factors such as growth, size, value, past gainers and losers within the period November 1996 to March 2002? Garcia, Christina.Leoncio, Nicasio L. So, Reginald P.Yazon, Frederick Reginald A.2002.TU-11131.


• BS Industrial Engineering